THE SERVICE PROVIDERS’ PERSPECTIVE
Retail in China
Market Strategy and Growth Prospects within China’s
Retail Industry in 2015

Introduction
Welcome to the inaugural issue of “The Service Providers’ Perspective: Retail in China.” In this issue
we have focused on market expansion and growth prospects in China for 2015. This report is
the product of a collaborative effort amongst leading professional services firms working with
multinational retailers operating in China.
Emerging Strategy (www.emerging-strategy.com) has provided the market and competitive
landscape for the sector, as well as the growth outlook for 2015. Emerging Strategy is the leading
provider of customized market intelligence services across global emerging markets.
The real estate perspective is provided by Cushman & Wakefield (www.cushmanwakefield.com),
the world’s largest privately-held commercial real estate services firm. Cushman & Wakefield
covers the key real estate considerations that should be at the forefront of any retail strategy in
China, both for existing retailers and new-to-market participants.
RTKL (www.rtkl.com) has contributed the architecture and design perspective. RTKL is a worldwide
architecture, engineering, planning and creative services organization aimed at creating places of
distinction and lasting value. In their chapter, RTKL issues critical insights into the top architectural
and design trends currently playing a role in China.
The e-commerce view comes from Bluecom Group (www.bluecomgroup.com), one of the largest
e-commerce solution providers in Asia. In their chapter, Bluecom Group provides tips and advice
on how to successfully implement an e-commerce strategy within the China market.
Bryan Cave (www.bryancave.com) has outlined the legal and regulatory framework, and the issues
that impact the retail sector. Bryan Cave is a diversified international legal practice with over 1,000
attorneys worldwide.
The convenience of being able to access these critical insights within a single report makes for a
great read, and should be of interest to any company or individual involved with business growth
in China’s retail sector.
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Disclaimer
Information in this publication is only intended to provide a general outline of the subjects covered. It should not be regarded as comprehensive nor
sufficient enough for making decisions, and it should not be used in place of professional advice. The authors and companies included in this report
accept no responsibility for any loss arising from any action taken or not taken by anyone using this material. Individuals looking for tailored advice
are encouraged to reach out to the relevant service providers via the contact information provided within this report.

CHAPTER 1

China’s Retail Market and
Competitive Landscape
– By Emerging Strategy

W

hile China is expected to become the biggest retail market in the next
few years and the retail sector continues to grow, the growth rate has
been decelerating and this is expected to continue for the foreseeable
future. Furthermore, disruptors such as e-commerce and market saturation within
first-tier cities have altered the landscape going forward. For many retailers, the
solution for successfully targeting consumers across China invariably involves
implementing a two-pronged growth strategy consisting of brick-and-mortar
operations and an effective e-commerce strategy. Retailers must learn to think
about first-tier consumers rather than first-tier cities, and understand their target
market well enough to know what the consumer wants in a product and a
shopping experience.

Retail will continue to grow in China, albeit at a much slower
pace
Last year represented a milestone in China’s retail sector, as certain subsectors, such as luxury and e-commerce, became the largest in the world. In
fact, China’s retail sector is expected to overtake that of the United States as
the number one overall retail market in the world by 2018. This should come
as no surprise, considering that the compounded annual growth rate for
the sector from 2009 to 2013 was over 15% with some years, such as 2010,
reaching more than 18% year-on-year growth.

“Retailers
must learn to
distinguish firsttier consumers
from firsttier cities, and
understand their
target market well
enough to know
what the consumer
wants not only
in a product, but
in a shopping
experience.”

It is not all good news, however, and the market has shown a clear trend
of decelerating growth rates. According to the China’s National Bureau of
Statistics (CNBS), the national growth rate in total retail sales was about 13.1%
in 2013 (the result from our bottom-up analysis is very much in line with this
number at 12.8%). While this number might still be music to retailer’s ears
when compared to growth in developed markets, it is important to consider
that the figure was above 18% only three years ago, and this deceleration is
expected to continue in years to come. In fact, if we assume a continuous
linear trend from the past three years, our projections indicate that growth
would drop to about 10.9% by the end of 2014. Official numbers from the
CNBS seem to support this, as growth in the retail sector was reported at
12.1% for the first half of 2014, already one percentage point less than that at
2013 year end.
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We expect this downward trend to continue. According to our analysis, overall
retail sector growth rates will be around 9.4% in 2015 and 7.6% in 2016.
Total Retail Sales of Consumer Goods
2010
Total Sales (in US$ bln)
Nominal growth rate

2011

2012 2013e

2014f

2015f

2016f

2,381.7 2,895.3 3,337.6 3,774.8 4,178.0 4,572.2 4,919.6
18.3%

17.1%

14.3%

13.1%

10.9%

9.4%

7.6%

Source: China National Bureau of Statistics, Emerging Strategy
e
China National Bureau of Statistics Estimate
f
Emerging Strategy Projection

However, it is important to note that different provinces throughout China
have been growing at different rates, and the slowdown has been much more
pronounced in some regions and less so in others. Therefore, segmenting the
Chinese market is crucial to developing a comprehensive growth strategy.
Traditionally, retailers have targeted the large coastal cities, but this is rapidly
changing as tier-one and tier-two cities become more saturated, competition
becomes fiercer, and cities in Western China see an increase in purchasing
power. While cities like Shanghai and Beijing are close to saturation - and are
therefore growing at rates well below the national average - other regions
such as Sichuan and Shaanxi will continue to experience high levels of
growth. Nevertheless, it is important to note that some of these faster growing
provinces have a much smaller base, which makes their growth in absolute
numbers much smaller than the growth of more developed cities. The graph
on the following page shows total retail sales for 2010 and 2015 (projected)
and the compounded annual growth rate for the same period.
Factors that are currently affecting the traditional retail sector include
increased regulation and its enforcement, the government crackdown on
gifts to government officials, and changes in consumer purchasing behavior,
particularly the shift towards e-commerce. Of these, the most important
disruptor has undoubtedly been e-commerce, which has dramatically
changed the landscape and outlook in retail. In fact, many strong global
players such as Walmart have had to revise their expansion plans to adapt to
these new conditions.
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“While cities like
Shanghai and
Beijing are close
to saturation and are therefore
growing well
below the national
average - other
regions such
as Chongqing
and Shaanxi
will continue to
experience high
levels of growth. ”

Retail Sales and Nominal Growth
2010a vs. 2015p
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Source: China National Bureau of Statistics, Emerging Strategy

In some cases, retailers have had to merge with local players in order try to
stay afloat, such as the joint venture between Tesco and China Resources
Enterprise. In others, they have been forced to abandon the Chinese market
altogether; notable examples include Home Depot, Best Buy, and Media
Markt. Despite the complicated retail environment, each year additional
international retailers open up shop in China. At the start of 2014, for example,
retailers including Abercrombie & Fitch and Old Navy entered the Chinese
market.

“E-commerce
has expanded
more quickly in
China than in any
other emerging
economy, and
online shopping
platforms
are the main
emerging threat
to traditional
retailers.”

Should retailers focus on coastal cities or join the gold rush to the west?
Should foreign players partner with locals to strengthen their position? Should
retailers migrate to an e-commerce model? There are as many answers to
these questions as there are players in the market, and ultimately it depends
on the sub-sector and the specific player’s strategy, but one thing is clear, as
the market continues to grow (even if at a smaller rate) retailers need to adjust
their strategy or they will not survive the growing intensity of competition.

E-commerce, a disruptor that should be a part of every
ongoing retail strategy
E-commerce has expanded more quickly in China than in any other emerging
economy, and online shopping platforms are the main emerging threat
to traditional retailers. However, a well thought-out e-commerce strategy
can prove a very lucrative addition to the brick-and-mortar operations of
traditional retailers. Furthermore, online stores can reach consumers that may
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not have access to a physical store, increasing the customer base for retailers.
In China, where second- and third-tier cities are projected to account for most
of the economic growth over the next few years, e-commerce allows retailers
to test their potential in the market before running the risk of investing in a
brick-and-mortar store.
According to the Chinese Ministry of Commerce, China’s online retail market
reached US$178.4 billion (RMB1.1 trillion) during the first half of 2014. This
represents a 33.4% year-on-year growth. The exponential growth that online
sales have experienced is due to several factors: mainly an expanding middle
class, increased internet penetration, older age groups adapting to new
technology and the internet age, and improved infrastructure that supports
the logistics of delivery and transportation.
As expected, the rapid rise of e-commerce is posing a challenge for
companies whose business models are based solely on a brick-andmortar presence. For example, due to competition from local retailers and
e-commerce websites run by the likes of Jingdong, Alibaba, and Tencent,
hypermarkets such as Walmart and Carrefour are scaling back their physical
presence in some locations while Tesco has chosen to enter a joint venture
with China Resources Enterprise rather than attempt independent growth
in China. Rocketing real estate prices can result in losses even for high traffic
stores, as opening stores in Shanghai or Beijing can be more expensive
than doing so in New York City or London. Adopting an early e-commerce
strategy has been crucial for retailers. In the case of Walmart, they softened
the “e-commerce blow” by gaining a strong online presence through the
purchase of a majority stake in Yihaodian back in 2012, which came with 24
million registered users and a same-day delivery service.
While luxury retailers are conflicted on the pros and cons of emphasizing the
e-commerce channel, calculations within the mass apparel sector are quite
different. Gap Inc. modified its growth strategy to incorporate e-commerce
into its expansion plans. Gap’s Vice Chairman for Greater China has said
that online and brick-and-mortar stores are “both equally important” and
confirmed that Gap Inc. has no plans to open physical stores in the country’s
third, fourth, and fifth-tier cities, and instead will look to e-commerce to satisfy
demand from such markets. As discussed previously, expansion into these
lower-tier cities is vital for any mass retailer in China, as it is where the growth
8 Retail in China

“Rocketing real
estate prices can
result in losses
even for high
traffic stores, as
opening stores
in Shanghai or
Beijing can be
more expensive
than doing so in
New York City or
London.”

Retail Market Saturation Index

Aggregate Tmall.com sales and physical store locations for Gap, H&M, Uniqlo,
and Zara across China

City Focus: Beijing
Q2 2014
Physical
Tmall Revenue Stores
Gap RMB1.65 million 11
H&M RMB1.29 million 8
Uniqlo RMB6.86 million 35
Zara RMB11.20 million 10
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City Focus: Kunming

Q2 2014
Tmall Revenue
Gap RMB84,226
H&M RMB147,141
Uniqlo RMB525,852
Zara RMB2.38 million
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City Focus: Wuhan
Q2 2014
Tmall Revenue
Gap RMB200,093
H&M RMB252,955
Uniqlo RMB844,960
Zara RMB3.76 million
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Physical Stores

E-Commerce

Aggregate Tmall.com sales for Gap, H&M,
Uniqlo, and Zara by province during Q2 2014
RMB Less than 2 million
RMB2 million to 4 million
RMB4 million to 6 million
RMB6 million to 8 million
RMB8 million to 10 million
RMB10 million to 12 million
RMB12 million to 14 million
Greater than RMB14 million

Aggregate number of physical stores for Gap,
H&M, Uniqlo, and Zara by province as of July 2014
= No Stores
= 1 - 10 Stores
= 11 - 20 Stores
= 21 - 30 Stores
= 31 - 40 Stores
= 41 - 50 Stores
= 51 - 60 Stores
= More than 60 Stores

Sources: Kung Fu Data and Emerging Strategy
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is expected to come from in the future. The Alibaba Group stated that its 2013
sales in China’s lower-tier cities grew by more than 60% while the growth rate
in first-tier cities including Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou was less than
40%.
The “Retail Market Saturation Index” heat map on the previous page shows the
importance of e-commerce to mass apparel brands. Through e-commerce,
these brands are able to reach consumers well outside the areas in which they
have a physical presence. The heat map also shows the growth potential in
Western China. Increasing internet penetration coupled with e-commercesavvy consumers indicates that less developed and less densely populated
parts of China will also be prioritized for growth.
In conclusion, the Chinese retail market, while experiencing a slowdown
in growth, still presents an attractive opportunity for those who are able to
develop a retail strategy that incorporates e-commerce. For many retailers,
the solution to targeting consumers across the country comes from striking
a balance between brick-and-mortar operations that help with branding and
exposure, and e-commerce operations that allow retailers to reach consumers
across the country. Retailers must learn to distinguish first-tier consumers from
first-tier cities, and understand their target market well enough to know what
the consumer wants not only in a product, but in a shopping experience.
With rapidly transforming online and mobile technologies, as well as the
ever-changing realities of urbanization and shifts in purchasing power, the
methodologies of best-in-class retail execution in China have changed equally
and will continue to change.
Authors from Emerging Strategy
Adil Husain - Managing Director
Adil is responsible for managing Emerging Strategy’s senior client and partner
relationships. He has advised foreign retailers on growth strategy in China,
particularly in expanding their geographic footprint in a “smart” way through the
use of location analysis, market and consumer insights, and competitive analysis.

Raul Heraud - Director
Raul works closely with retail sector clients at Emerging Strategy, especially those
in the fashion and luxury goods sector. He brings nearly a decade of experience
across private equity, mergers and acquisitions and strategic advisory in China
and Latin America.
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“For many retailers, the
solution to targeting
consumers across the
country comes from
striking a balance
between brick-andmortar operations that
help with branding
and exposure, and
e-commerce operations
that allow retailers to
reach consumers across
the country.”

About Emerging Strategy
Emerging Strategy is the leading provider of customized market intelligence services across global emerging
markets. We understand the complexity and opacity that businesses face when competing globally, particularly
in emerging markets. We believe in lifting the veil by providing senior management with objective insights about
markets and market participants, so that global businesses can get world-class products and services in the hands
of customers. Our work spans all continents, with a focus on Asia and Latin America, but our studies have spanned
over 50 countries to date.
We are recognized for in-depth research and superb analysis, which we produce by drilling deep into primary and
secondary sources not widely available, and then by analyzing and triangulating research to draw conclusions
and recommendations. Due to the limited reach of English-language resources in international markets, our
research is conducted by locally based, native speakers of the relevant language(s). Our global headquarters are in
Shanghai, our Latin America headquarters are in São Paulo, and we have a presence in other key client locations
such as Singapore, Hong Kong and New York.

China & Asia Headquarters
Shanghai
153 Jumen Road Block 8, Suite 301
Huangpu District
Shanghai, China
200023
Tel: (+86) 21 6191 1101
Email: info@emerging-strategy.com

Connect With Us
Explore our website: www.emerging-strategy.com
Contact us: www.emerging-strategy.com/contact
Connect with us on LinkedIn @Emerging Strategy
Follow us on Twitter @emerginstrategy
Follow our Facebook page @EmergingStrategy
Subscribe to our YouTube channel @emerginstrategy

CHAPTER 2

Retail in China from the Real Estate
Angle
– By Cushman & Wakefield

C

hina’s retail sector is one of the most compelling markets in the world, and
will likely remain so for decades to come. Cushman & Wakefield have been
advising retailers in China over the last 15 years and have seen the market
evolve and strategies change significantly over this period.
For mature retailers, the challenge is to optimize their portfolio for the market:
to have the correct number of stores in the right cities and locations in order
to maximize sustainable profitability and create a strong brand image.
Chinese markets are developing fast, and the locations that were outstanding
performers five years ago may no longer be appropriate. New locations are
becoming available all the time, but retailers need to assess carefully how long
these markets will take to mature, and what level of rental and other costs is
sustainable.
Given the complexities of this massive market, a tailor-made real estate
strategy is imperative for each and every retailer so as to leverage their
strengths to tap the China opportunity, ensure success, and mitigate the
considerable risks.

Launching and branching out in China
Once retailers have their company set up, the first challenge is finding flagship
locations that announce the arrival of the brand to the market in a highprofile manner, giving consumers the best possible brand experience. These
locations are typically expensive and competition can be intense, so retailers
need to be ready to act quickly, and to impress landlords with the strength of
their brand and concept. Success in this task will pay dividends when rolling
out new locations.
Shanghai is now considered the key city for flagship stores; locations such as
Nanjing East Road, Nanjing West Road and Huaihai Road are highly soughtafter. In Beijing, locations on Wangfujing, the CBD and Xidan are those seeing
the strongest competition. Ground floor rents in these locations for units of
around 250 square meters might be asking as much as RMB1,500 to RMB2,000
per square meter per month.
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“The first
challenge is finding
flagship locations
that announce
the arrival of
the brand to the
market in a highprofile way”

Top 5 Retail Markets

China’s modern landlords are much savvier than
ever before and have a greater selection of retailers
chomping at the bit to lease their premises. As a result,
it’s incredibly important to approach property owners
with a strategy in mind, presenting the brand in the
best possible light to beat off the competition and
secure the most beneficial terms.

City

Average prime
asking rent
(RMB per month)*

Flagship location
asking rent
(RMB per month)**

Beijing

2,300

1,800-2,200

Shanghai

2,100

1,500-1,800

* Approximate rental for ground floor premises within a mall on a per square
meter per month basis assuming a mid- to high end ladies fashion tenant of
around 150 -200 square meters on a net floor area basis
**Approximate rental for the ground floor component of premises spread
equally over two levels within a mall on a per square meter per month basis
assuming a fast fashion tenant of around 1,000-2,000 square meters on a net
floor area basis

Beijing
2,200
Shanghai
2,000
Average rental (RMB/sq,m./mo.)

Beijing & Shanghai flagship ground floor rates vs.
overall market rates

2,400

1,800

Chengdu
Guangzhou

1,600

1,400

Shenzhen

1,200

1,000
2012

2013
Year

2014

The next challenge is rolling out the brand. From a real estate perspective,
this means developing a location strategy that will deliver the best return on
investment. In this regard, the key considerations are finding the best retail
cities and the best locations within those cities, and securing the locations at a
reasonable, sustainable cost.
Brands also need to ensure that management and logistics are not stretched
too thin by rapid geographical expansion. China is an enormous country,
offering many large cities with viable retail markets for mid-priced brands.
Many mid-market brands are already present in over 100 cities, and as
spending power in lower-tier cities grows, this number will increase rapidly.
While fast fashion brands have been able to penetrate deep into China,
some luxury and premium brands are more conservative in their expansion,
focusing only on tiers one and two. Based on a range of economic and
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Retail Markets - Other Cities

demographic factors, such as population, retail sales
and consumer spending, Cushman & Wakefield believe
the top five city markets in China are Beijing, Shanghai,
Chengdu, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen. Unsurprisingly,
these cities, due to their desirability, are also the most
expensive in terms of average retail rentals.

1,200

1,100
Hangzhou
Nanjing

Making space
No discussion of the China retail real estate market
would be complete without mentioning the potential
for oversupply. The fundamentals of demand are
stupendously good – hundreds of millions of new
urban residents, a rapidly growing middle class and
strong growth in retail sales. It’s clear, however, that the
volumes being built in China are coming on too fast –
too fast to be absorbed by quality retailers, and too fast
for the developers to learn from experiences of success
and failure.

Average rental (RMB/sq,m./mo.)

1,000

Other key markets in China include the 15 cities
represented in the graph to the right. Retailers tend
to view these locations as secondary cities – a status
reflected in their significantly lower rentals. In recent
years, however, these markets have been gaining in
popularity.
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Dalian
Chongqing

800

Wuxi
Ningbo
Tianjin
Wuhan
Xiamen
Shenyang
Qingdao
Harbin

700

600
Changsha
500

400

Suzhou
Xi’an

300
2012

Cushman & Wakefield is currently tracking some
75 million square meters of new supply in 30 major cities. These levels of
oversupply will probably have serious repercussions for some of the less
experienced developers involved. At present, a large number of malls across
China are struggling to attract a sufficient number of quality retailers, and in
the coming two years we will witness a significant number of projects either
failing to open due to leasing difficulties, or opening with low occupancy.
So retailers will have plenty of expansion opportunities – the challenge for
retailers will be to screen out those with a high risk of poor sales.
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2013
Year

2014

Cushman & Wakefield’s Top Eight Tips:
1. Build flexibility into partnerships. While franchising may be your initial choice for mode
of entry, this may change as you gain in experience.
2. Establish a strong flagship presence in a first-tier city. Shanghai is a popular choice for
the first flagship.
3. After establishing a presence in first-tier cities, don’t overstretch. Look for mid-term
expansion opportunities on a regional basis so as to leverage management, logistics,
training resources and brand awareness most effectively.
4. High levels of supply are creating a plethora of opportunities over vast geographies.
Develop a strong requirement criteria for new stores and stick to this. Don’t be
tempted into untested malls even where the commercial terms seem highly attractive.
5. Verify the developer’s credentials and retail asset management experience/track
record. Make sure they are not under financial stress, are committed and can genuinely
deliver on the tenant mix they have committed to in the timeframe promised.
6. Expect to pay a high price for a flagship presence, but thereafter leverage this to
demonstrate the attractiveness and popularity of the brand to prospective landlords.
7. Cultural differences can be significant and many are unique to China; this can often
be a setback to international companies entering the market or doing business here.
Developing an understanding of these quickly can pay dividends.
8. Don’t expect or assume that the success and recognition of a brand in home markets
will automatically translate to China. It does take time to build awareness and get the
consumer on board; the same is true with landlords.

Authors from Cushman & Wakefield
James Shepherd
James is Executive Director of the Greater China Research team with 16 years of
industry experience. As a general practice surveyor, he has dealt with all major property
types including industrial, retail, office, residential, hotels and serviced apartments and
is responsible for research publications across Greater China.

Theodore Knipfing
Theodore is Director of Retail Tenant Representation in the Asia Pacific region, and
works closely with C&W retail staff in the region to develop C&W’s Retail Tenant
Representation business, as well as manage key client relationships.
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About Cushman & Wakefield
Cushman & Wakefield is the world’s largest privately‐held commercial real estate services firm. The
company advises and represents clients on all aspects of property occupancy and investment, and has
established a preeminent position in the world’s major markets, as evidenced by its frequent involvement
in many of the most significant property leases, sales and management assignments.
Founded in 1917, it has approximately 250 offices in 60 countries, employing more than 16,000
professionals. It offers a complete range of services for all property types, including leasing, sales and
acquisitions, equity, debt and structured finance, corporate finance and investment banking, corporate
services, property management, facilities management, project management, risk management,
consulting and appraisal. A recognized leader in local and global real estate research, the firm publishes
its market information and studies online at www.cushmanwakefield.com/knowledge.
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Tel: (+86) 755 8276 0808

Shanghai
26/F The Headquarter Building
168 Xizang Zhong Lu
Shanghai, China – 200001
Tel: (+86) 21 2320 0808

Connect With Us
Explore our website: www.cushmanwakefield.com
Contact Cushman & Wakefield: www.cushmanwakefield.com/en/about-us/contact-us
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CHAPTER 3

The Designer’s Perspective on Retail
in China
– By RTKL

I

n the last few years, China has become an international hot spot for retail
development. The high-end market has exploded like wildfire, and many first-tier
cities have seen a dramatic influx of luxury retail outlets. However, the tides have
begun to turn. This increase has led to a quick over-saturation of high-end luxury
retail in these first-tier cities, and consumers have become weary of the novelty of
these luxury brands. Now, consumers are interested in something more than just
buying “stuff” in high-end designer shops. The challenge for retailers is to find a way
to continue to draw shoppers in by integrating design into the consumer experience.
It’s not just about good design anymore. It’s about the designed experience.
Ten years ago, the luxury retail market in China was in its infancy, and highend goods were considered a luxury for the elite few. Now, these brands can
be found everywhere. However, this growth is slowing. Consumers are more
openly voicing their likes and dislikes, and retailers are finding other ways to
reinvigorate over-saturated markets. According to the Wall Street Journal, up
to 65% of luxury retailers opened fewer new stores than they forecasted in
China last year. Developers realize the need for change, but may struggle with
how best to achieve these redefined goals. When revamping retail strategies,
focusing on a few main areas can lead to success:

“The challenge for
retailers is to find a
way to continue to
draw shoppers in by
integrating design
into the consumer
experience. It’s not just
about good design
anymore. It’s about the
designed experience.”

1. Increasing lifestyle offerings;
2. Tailoring for specific groups and communities; and
3. Connecting the offline and online experiences for shoppers.
With a much more sophisticated retail landscape, shoppers are more
knowledgeable and are becoming drawn to a better buying experience.
K11, for example, is much more progressive than traditional developers in
responding to customer needs. The K11 in Shanghai has a great mix of F&B
that is front and center, creating a very social and active experience. In fact,
many retailers have poured more money, space and resources into providing
better F&B options than ever before. The new designs deviate from the large
traditional banquet hall anchors, to much more social and smaller-scale
models – like food streets, F&B collections or café districts. China Daily reports
that historically, the proportion of a shopping center’s F&B was in the 15% to
20% range. Now, some Shanghai malls are seeing the ratio run as high as 40%,
with some putting F&B shops on every floor. This desire for a more social and
engaging type of experience leads to smaller, more intimate developments
with unique positioning. This is also probably a bit of a backlash against the
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larger traditional shopping malls where the experience seems to be essentially
the same everywhere.
Obviously, F&B is a big part of this shift, but additional lifestyle offerings and
amenities are also growing. Developers adding these types of improvements
as part of their program will capture a new market of consumers. Developers
are showing a clear shift in brand differentiation by offering a heightened
level of lifestyle amenities. Successful retail programs now attract customers
from their homes to new social experiences with entertainment options,
kids programs and play spaces, childcare, culture and art. Some developers,
including K11, are using curated art shows throughout their malls, robust
programs of music/arts performances, and other engaging amenities like
community vegetable gardens. Taiwanese developer Eslite, which is soon
to open its first mainland location in Shanghai, hosts a range of personal
betterment classes offering everything from cooking to glassblowing to
academic lectures. What sets these developers apart is their focus on people.
Both Eslite and K11 specifically mention the priority placed on people, culture
and the arts as the main pillars of their brand. This is a true deviation from the
typical retail developer mindset.
Established shopping mall developers have mastered their leasing tenant mix,
and are starting to diversify their brands, tailoring to specific customers and
neighborhoods. The key for these groups is to understand their target market
well enough to know what the consumer wants in a product and shopping
experience. Many are doing this with a gradual replacement of department
stores, converting them to lifestyle mini-anchor retail brands or collection
shops. Some are also beginning to implement strategies that cater to tourism
by creating experiences that are reflective of the local culture and context.
Shanghai’s Xintiandi was the forerunner of this with Tianzifang – a small
development that is housed in a series of old, renovated residential buildings
in Shanghai’s Former French Concession. Tianzifang has a great collection of
cafes, galleries and small shops, creating a unique atmosphere that functions
much like an authentic extension of the immediate neighborhood, while also
being a large tourist attraction. Other projects, like Cool Docks in Shanghai’s
South Bund area, feature converted warehouse spaces that have been
converted to clubs, bars and F&B options continuing this trend of adaptive
reuse appealing to both tourists and the local expatriate community.
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“Successful retail
programs now
attract customers
from their homes
and to new social
experiences with
entertainment
options, kids
programs and play
spaces, childcare,
culture and art.”

Case Study: Lane Crawford Shanghai
In the past, Lane Crawford had a store in Shanghai, but it was a licensed franchise and not directly operated
by the company. In 2005, they terminated the franchise agreement and recently reopened their own store to
have better control over their brand and the ability to better respond to the local market. From a retail point of
view, the effort was successful because they are now able to offer a wide range of over 500 international brands
along with a select collection from China fashion designers, many of which can’t be found anywhere else. This
goes a long way in addressing current trends in China where the expression of individual or personal style
is starting to trump the purchase of luxury items purely a sign of status. From an experience point of view, it
works because they offer a wide range of amenities from social cafes to cultural exhibits to personal shoppers,
concierge, personal stylists, beauty services, etc. All of this can be attributed to Lane Crawford’s stated goal of
creating a place where the people of Shanghai feel they can bring friends and hang out.

Another important area for all retail developers is the rapid growth of online
shopping. The Chinese Ministry of Commerce reports that China’s online retail
market reached US$178.4 billion during the first half of 2014. This represents
a 33.4 percent year-on-year growth. With such dramatic statistics, developers
that focus only on a brick-and-mortar presence are almost destined for failure.
Shopping mall owners are also paying more attention to the online-offline
connection. Now more than ever before, e-commerce has to be a part of
every ongoing retail strategy. While many see online sales as a threat, a wellthought out plan can be a positive addition for traditional stores by increasing
the customer reach. It can also help keep current customers interested in
brick-and-mortar locations.
Many companies are turning to traditional elements, like exterior and interior
design, while some are turning to new technologies and software-like
apps to close the online-offline loop. For example, the Yintai Department
Store has recently partnered with Alibaba to integrate new location-aware
technology into the store design. Dubbed iBeacon, devices are placed in
stores throughout the mall, and shoppers can download an app that sends
promotional messages and discounts when they are detected within 50
meters of these devices.
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Case Study: Nike X158
Nike X148 is Nike’s new flagship store in Shanghai. From a retail point of view, it works because it has in-store
interactive components that allow shoppers to create customized designs and order them on the spot. It also
allows them to look through Nike’s larger inventory online and order in-store, bridging the gap between the
online and in-store retail experience. The space is also designed to allow for flexibility over time, with the ability
to easily promote and highlight new product launches or host feature exhibitions with major sports stars. From
an experience point of view, it works because the merchandise is presented in a dynamic, almost museum-like
way that elevates the product from a commodity to a must-have art form. Equally important is the fact that the
entire store is made from recycled materials, which is highlighted in different ways throughout the space. This
design element taps into the interests of Nike’s target audience and their desire to associate themselves with
brands that are socially and environmentally conscience.
Chinese mall owners are repositioning and renovating shopping malls with
greater awareness of the need for quality experience environments and are
willing to pay more for good design that works. They also are beginning to
realize the need to appeal to first-tier consumers rather than first-tier cities.
These trends signal a greater need to be competitive – to adapt, to re-theme,
to rebrand. To go beyond the “brick-and-mortar” standards, the design team
needs to be able to find solutions that change markets, and deeply capable of
delivering a differentiating experience to consumers.
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Diane Legge Kemp
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CHAPTER 4

Best Practices for E-Commerce in
China
– By Bluecom Group

T

he e-commerce market in China is booming. A growingly affluent group of
online shoppers bigger in numbers than the population of any European
nation is increasingly attracting foreign companies to invest in their local
e-commerce setup and operations. However, there are many pitfalls to avoid when
selling to Chinese online consumers, who have high expectations towards their
shopping experience.
China’s e-commerce market is huge. Of a total population of 1.2 billion people,
half are connected to the Internet, of which a third (about 250 million people)
have done at least one purchase online in 2013. In monetary terms, that is
more than 1 billion euros (RMB8.2 billion) for all B2C (business to consumer),
B2B (business to business) and C2C (consumer to consumer) transactions
combined. Furthermore, this number is projected to grow by an average of
20% year-on-year until 2016.
Naturally, these are very tempting numbers for online merchants, often
coupled with the thought of “if I only sell to 1% of the market, that would lead
to so-and-so much profit”. As hypothetical as these thoughts are, there are
plenty of opportunities for online merchants in China, whether they are selling
online to consumers or businesses.
Most important though is to credibly assess the challenges beforehand,
translating your requirements into an e-commerce strategy and to know what
makes some online shops successful (and others not).

The power of the market places...
While in much of Europe, eBay and other local counterparts are synonyms
for online C2C sales, Taobao is in China the sole market leader accounting for
65% of all direct consumer sales. Every minute, more than 50,000 transactions
are conducted through Taobao, which translates into a market share of 95%
in the C2C online commerce market. As impressive as these numbers are,
the importance of the C2C market is constantly decreasing to give way to a
notably growing B2C market dominated by brands and retailers.
The B2C market is mainly dominated by Tmall (Taobao’s sister company in the
Alibaba group) as well as other big multi-brand websites such as Jingdong (jd.
com), 51buy, Dangdang, Suning, Newegg, z.cn (Amazon) and others. Together
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“The importance
of the C2C market
is constantly
decreasing to give
way to a notably
growing B2C
market driven
by brands and
retailers.”

with specialized vertical retailers such as Vancl (apparel) and Yihaodian (FMCG)
these retailers account for 80% to 85% of the online B2C market.
Because of an intense competition and battle for market share mostly based
on pricing and high consumer expectations it has been challenging for
the big online retailers to actually make a profit, though this is partly offset
through high sales volumes.

... and the growth of brands and B2B businesses
The market power of the big online retailers is an opportunity and challenge
alike for brands and online merchants that seek to sell their products online.
And while manufacturers and brands may sell their products through the
existing market places, there is a growing number of specialized online
retailers that are either selling to very specific customer groups (such
as manufacturing business or suppliers selling to distributors and other
businesses), have a very loyal customer base (such as premium and luxury
brands) or offer a very specific product of service that does not fit into the
product range of the big multi-brand retailers.

“Because of
an intense
competition and
battle for market
share mostly based
on pricing and
high consumer
expectations, it has
been challenging
for the big online
retailers to actually
make a profit.”

International brands with a certain brand recognition and a sizeable number
of brand followers are increasingly starting to sell online through their own
stand-alone web shop which is independent of the big market places and
under full control of the retailer or their local distributor. Brands such as
Converse, Sennheiser, Etam and Sephora are selling through their own online
store already and often combine their e-commerce site with their “traditional”
retail stores through a multi-channel or O2O (online to offline/offline to
online) strategy.
Some retailers also follow a two-tier approach, where standard off-the-shelf
products are sold through the market places, while the full product range is
only available on the dedicated online sales channel.
B2B companies and manufacturers often have very specific requirements
that cannot be realized by selling through the big B2C multi-brand channels.
For these companies, their online sales channel is often seen as a way to save
on costs and minimize errors, as orders can be processed online instead of
manually through phone, emails or sales agents.
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A key factor for these companies is often the reliable and automatized
integration with existing backend systems (such as the ERP, OMS and CRM
system) to create a fully automated online sales channel that saves on costs in
the medium to long term and offers more convenience for existing business
customers.
Pure Players are companies that sell exclusively online instead of “traditional”
retail stores. These are often small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) that are
either new to selling in China and looking to minimize financial risks by not
investing in the setup of expensive retail stores in prime locations, or retailers
that deliberately only sell online. Pure players depend on a strong online
marketing strategy to increase awareness of their brand and products and
need to stay on an innovative edge to compete with other online retailers.

Selling through Tmall and other market places
Given the dominance of Tmall and other big online retailers, some
international companies sell their products through these market places first
to tap into the Chinese e-commerce market, keeping investments and the
complexity of the online sales channel set-up within reasonable levels.
There are few things to consider when selling through Tmall, Jindong, Amazon
and other market places:
• You will need a legal entity to open a branded shop on Tmall or to
sell your products through the big online multi-brand retailers
• There are initial investments in the form of a setup fee, a yearly
fee and deposits that can range from EUR2,500 (RMB20,000) to
EUR25,000 (RMB200,000)
• Transaction fees can range from 5% to more than 10% for each sale
• Payment gateways are integrated with each platform and cannot be
changed
• Each market place has their own pricing rules that a retailer needs to
comply with, e.g. by how much and for how long a product can be
discounted and that a product cannot be offered for a lower price
on another sales channel
• Branding and design possibilities are limited and marketing needs to
be in line with platform possibilities and requirements
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“Given the
dominance of
Tmall and other
big online retailers,
some international
companies sell
their products
through these
market places
first to tap into
the Chinese
e-commerce
market.”

• Access to end-customer data is limited and only a few user behavior
metrics / analytics data are available to analyze
• There are limited integration possibilities with external business
systems, such as ERP, OMS, PIM and CRM systems
• It is not possible to offer a specific product range or prices for
separate customer groups
• The shop is only available in Chinese and customers can only pay in
Renminbi

“The first step is
to create a specific
Chinese online
shop site that is
hosted in China or
nearby.”

Since purchasing behavior on market places is strongly price driven, retailers
need to take into account that discounts play an important factor in the
purchasing decision of customers on these platforms.

Online sales through a stand-alone online shop
Companies that invest in their own online shop in China equally need to
consider multiple factors that can have a strong impact on the potential
success of the online sales channel.
The easiest and fastest way to set up an online sales channel for the Chinese
market is often the simple translation of an existing online shop that has
been set up for the European or foreign market already. Needless to say, this
ignores all the best practices and local features that Chinese online shoppers
have come to expect from local online shops, and the checkout and payment
options may be outright unusable for consumers from China.
What is more, a site hosted in Europe is often not very reliably accessible in
China, since all data has to pass the China Great Firewall. This often slows
down site access and may render the site unusable if it cannot be loaded or if
it loads only partially.
Therefore the first step is to create a specific Chinese online shop site that
is hosted in China or nearby. This site can then be customized and localized
completely, including a design and informational display that is aligned with
usability and user experience best practices of e-commerce sites in China.
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The following local features should be considered specifically for your
e-commerce site in China:
• The start page, category page and product pages should contain
much more information than the foreign sites. It is important to
make users feel that the product is genuine and that both the site
and your service is credible.
• The website should be tightly integrated with Chinese social
networks such as Weibo, QQ, Duoban and others to allow users
to share and like products (identical to Facebook share and like
functionalities) and to login to the site with their social network
accounts.
• User reviews should be integrated in product pages as they have a
strong impact on purchasing decisions of users.
• The checkout should be localized to adapt to best practices in
China, e.g. a user should be able to choose the preferred delivery
time and it is uncommon to split between delivery address and
billing address.
• A user should be able to select a formal invoice (fapiao) during the
checkout process, with the possibility to enter the company or
personal name for the invoice.
• Local delivery methods (3PL),  delivery tracking, and return process
management should be integrated into user account areas.
• For payment integration, it is important to know that online
credit card payments are used much less frequently in China than
elsewhere. The most popular payment methods are payment
gateways (such as market leader Alipay, 99Bill, Tenpay and others),
bank payment, UnionPay or cash-on-delivery (COD).
• Furthermore, it is important to recognize that older web browsers
such as Internet Explorer 6 are still very prevalent in China, and
online merchants should therefore ensure that their site is at least
usable for these older browsers in order not to exclude potential
customers.
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“It is important to know
that online credit card
payments are used
much less frequently in
China than elsewhere.
The most popular
payment options are
payment gateways,
bank payment,
Unionpay, or cash-ondelivery.”

In a second step, a mobile site or a site with responsive features that adapts
to smartphone and/or tablet dimensions should be considered. Mobile
commerce is on a strong rise in China, with growth rates of more than 100%
a year and almost 8% of all online sales in China that were made through a
mobile device (usually a tablet) in 2013.
It is important to consider, however, that online users usually do not buy
directly on their smartphones, but instead use them much more frequently to
browse the site and product information before purchasing the products on a
computer or tablet.

“The e-commerce site
itself is of course only
part of a comprehensive
e-commerce strategylogistics and marketing
are two further topics
that each require their
own attention and
planning.”

Further Considerations
The e-commerce site itself is of course only part of a comprehensive
e-commerce strategy – logistics and marketing are two further topics that
each require their own attention and planning.
For the medium to long term marketing of your online shop site, it is
important to consider a solid marketing strategy that focuses strongly on
social marketing besides “classic” search engine marketing and optimization.
Online users in China listen very carefully to what their network and other
users say about your products, your brand and your services, and a close
engagement with brand followers and loyalists coupled with a quick
interaction in cases of issues helps to create a positive image.
For the logistics, you will need to have your products ready to be delivered
within a short time frame. Usually customers are not willing to wait 3-4 weeks
for a product to be shipped from overseas, instead users in Tier 1 cities (such
as Shanghai, Beijing, Shenzhen and Guangzhou) have much rather grown to
expect a next day or even same day delivery.
Customs processes are complicated and may take long time in China, it is
therefore most important to clarify the logistics, delivery and return process
beforehand.
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Conclusion
The Chinese online market offers plenty of potential; however, it is important
to integrate with local best practices in mind and to plan the e-commerce
strategy adequately. There is no doubt that the online market itself continues
to grow and a rising number of consumers expect a seamless online shopping
experience. Merchants need to keep in mind though that the China market,
whether online or offline, is very competitive, and it may take some time
for merchants new to the market to realize credible sales through their
e-commerce channels or platforms.
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CHAPTER 5

The Legal Roadmap to Retail in
China
– By Bryan Cave LLP

C

hina’s retail market has not so quietly become one of the most lucrative and
rapidly growing markets in the world. Currently the world’s second largest
retail market – and the largest in Asia – China is expected to surpass the
United States to become the world’s largest retail market within the next few years.

Legal Landscape and Distribution Models
Since the legal landscape regulating retail in China is currently not very
complex, the creation of a retail distribution presence in the country is fairly
routine and not very different from the process most foreign businesses go
through when establishing a presence in China. Such issues include, but are
not limited to: obtaining the proper business registrations, having proper
paperwork and contracts, etc. Furthermore, the following three routes can be
used for your distribution model: wholesale, retail, or franchise.
In each of these three options, the first step is to create and register a
commercial vehicle for your wholesale enterprise. In this case, you would
need to establish a foreign-invested commercial enterprise (“FICE”) – which is
allowed to engage in the following:
• Merchandise wholesaling and retailing;
• Import and export of merchandise; and
• Related ancillary services
As of 2004, all types of FICEs may be 100 percent foreign owned and may be
established anywhere throughout China pursuant to obtaining approval from
the relevant provincial-level counterparts of the MOFCOM. The minimum
registered capital is now RMB30,000 (subject to local authority discretion).
FICEs are also subject to the following laws:
• Sino-Foreign Equity Joint Venture Law;
• The Sino-Foreign Cooperative Joint Venture Law; and
• The Law of Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises.
Pursuant to the PRC Law on Enterprise Income Tax, FICEs (like other
enterprises) are either classified as resident or nonresident enterprises.
Resident enterprises are those that are set up under Chinese law which have
their actual administration centers located in China; non-resident enterprises
are those that are set up in accordance with the law of another country
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“The creation of a
retail distribution
presence in the
country is fairly
routine and not
very different from
the process most
foreign businesses
go through when
establishing
a presence in
China.”

that have their actual administration centers outside. These two types of
enterprises are taxed at different rates.

Commercial Franchising
Commercial franchising can also be a terrific way to operate your retail
business in China. Through this method, your enterprise (as the franchisor)
owns a trademark, enterprise mark, patent, know-how and/or any other
operational resources, and licenses all these said resources to operators
(franchisees) to run their respective business activities in accordance with
your business model for a franchising fee. The key regulations that govern
franchising in China include:
• The Regulations on Administration of Commercial Franchises
(Regulations);
• The Administrative Measures for the Registration of Commercial
Franchises (Registration Measures); and
• The Administrative Measures for Information Disclosure of
Commercial Franchise (Disclosure Measures).

“Since the
definition of
‘commercial
franchising’ is
still very broad in
China, you must be
sure to conclude
everything legally
and with the
proper paperwork
when working with
a China-based
franchisee.”

Pursuant to the Regulations and Measures, a franchisor must meet the
following requirements in order to offer franchises in China:
• The franchisor must be a business enterprise (i.e., not an individual);
• The franchisor must have a registered trademark(s), patent(s) or any
other business resources; and
• The franchisor (or its parent or subsidiary) must have at least two
directly-operated outlets (not necessarily located in China) and must
have conducted business under the franchised brand for more than
one year (known as the “2+1 Requirement”).
However, since the definition of “commercial franchising” is still very broad
in China, you must be sure to conclude everything legally and with the
proper paperwork when working with a China-based franchisee. Specifically,
franchise agreements must be concluded in writing and contain the following
information to the Regulations:
• Basic information of the franchisor and franchisee;
• Contents and term of the franchise;
• Type, amount and payment method of franchise fees;
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• Provision of operational guidance, technical support and training;
• Quality and standards requirement for product or services and
guarantee provisions;
• Promotion and advertising of products or services;
• Protection of consumer interests;
• Amendment, rescission and termination of franchise contract;
• Liability for breach of contract;
• Dispute resolution mechanism; and
• Any other matters agreed upon between the parties.
In conclusion, your retail business can enter China through a variety of ways.
Entering the Chinese market and excelling can be tough, but with the proper
approach you can ensure that your retail business not only runs smoothly,
but does so completely legally. It is important to follow China’s legal regime
despite certain regulations changing on a regular basis, thus following and
understanding China’s legal landscape is definitely a must when establishing
and operating a retail presence in the country. As China’s economy and
middle class continue to grow and make more money, you can rest assured
that there will be a growing market for retail enterprises. It’s up to you to
navigate the landscape with the proper legal understanding.
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